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Rights and Wrongs of Abortion
2021-07-13
during its first two years of publication philosophy public
affairs contributed to the public debate on abortion a set of
remarkable and brilliant articles which examine the basic
philosophical issues posed by this controversial subject
whether the fetus is a person whether it has a right to life
whether a woman has a right to decide what happens in
and to her body whether there is an ethical connection
between abortion and infanticide whether there is any
point after conception where it is possible to draw the line
beyond which killing is impermissible these five essays
together here for the first time in a single volume offer
radically differing points of view they provide the best
sustained discussion of these philosophical issues available
anywhere contents judith jarvis thomson a defense of
abortion roger wertheimer understanding the abortion
argument michael tooley abortion and infanticide john
finnis the rights and wrongs of abortion and judith jarvis
thomson rights and deaths

The Rights and Wrongs of Abortion
1974
five philosophical essays debate the difference between
infanticide and abortion the mother s right to choose
abortion and the existence of the fetus as a person bibliogs

The Rights and Wrongs of Abortion
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1974
five philosophical essays debate the difference between
infanticide and abortion the mother s right to choose
abortion and the existence of the fetus as a person bibliogs

Abortion Wrongs 2020
filling a long standing need for a canadian textbook in the
philosophy of law this anthology includes articles readings
and cases in legal philosophy to give students the
conceptual tools necessary to consider the general
problems of jurisprudence

Law and Morality 2001-01-01
first published in 1991 over the last twenty five years or so
the debate on abortion has not moved any closer to
resolution in either the united states or canada the courts
the legislatures the pulpits the classrooms the hospitals
and clinics and the media have provided the forums for this
on going struggle two groups of activists have dominated
the debate the opponents of abortion who are referred to
as anti abortion or pro life advocate restrictive policies on
abortion while the pro choice groups direct their attempts
to creating a permissive policy that allows a woman to
make her own decision the anti abortion advocates and the
pro choice advocates alike have learned the skills and
developed the strategies to advance their own positions
whatever legal and public policy gains are made by one
side are often countered by moves from their opponents
there is available a vast amount of material related to the
topic of abortion from the extensive and diverse literature
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this book draws a collection of relevant materials primarily
representing aspects of the sociological philosophical
religious and legal aspects of the abortion issue its purpose
is to serve as a source bode for those interested in seeing
how the abortion debate has been conducted within the
recent past the book also serves as a reference work for
further study

The Abortion Debate in the United
States and Canada 2021-03-19
abortion remains one of the most complex and
controversial issues in contemporary law and bioethics this
volume draws together key essays from leading scholars on
the ethical and regulatory aspects of abortion the essays
explore the complex issues of personhood prenatal life and
reproductive rights international perspectives on the
regulation of abortion health professionals and the
provision of abortion services and prenatal diagnosis and
abortion this volume will be an invaluable tool for all those
interested in this challenging area

Abortion 2017-03-02
in abortion and the ways we value human life jeffrey
reiman presents a survey of western attitudes and laws
about abortion from hammurabi s code to roe v wade and a
critical analysis of all the major philosophical arguments on
the issue pro and con
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Abortion and the Ways We Value
Human Life 1999
taking a lived religion approach that draws on extensive
ethnographic research on abortion debates in public
spaces anti abortion activism in the uk explores the sacred
and profane commitments of anti abortion activists and
counter demonstrations outside clinics examining the
contestations over space

Anti-Abortion Activism in the UK
2022-04-19
an author and professor presents the objective logical
arguments against abortion the subjective personal
motives of the pro life position and how these two factors
influence the dialog between the two sides of the abortion
issue

Three Approaches to Abortion
2002-01-01
this book introduces readers to the many arguments and
controversies concerning abortion while it argues for
ethical and legal positions on the issues it focuses on how
to think about the issues not just what to think about them
it is an ideal resource to improve your understanding of
what people think why they think that and whether their
and your arguments are good or bad and why it s ideal for
classroom use discussion groups organizational learning
and personal reading from the preface to many people
abortion is an issue for which discussions and debates are
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frustrating and fruitless it seems like no progress will ever
be made towards any understanding much less resolution
or even compromise judgments like these however are
premature because some basic techniques from critical
thinking such as carefully defining words and testing
definitions stating the full structure of arguments so each
step of the reasoning can be examined and comparing the
strengths and weaknesses of different explanations can
help us make progress towards these goals when emotions
run high we sometimes need to step back and use a
passion for calm cool critical thinking this helps us better
understand the positions and arguments of people who see
things differently from us as well as our own positions and
arguments and we can use critical thinking skills help to
try to figure out which positions are best in terms of being
supported by good arguments after all we might have
much to learn from other people sometimes that our own
views should change for the better here we use basic
critical thinking skills to argue that abortion is typically not
morally wrong we begin with less morally controversial
claims adults children and babies are wrong to kill and
wrong to kill fundamentally because they we are conscious
aware and have feelings we argue that since early fetuses
entirely lack these characteristics they are not inherently
wrong to kill and so most abortions are not morally wrong
since most abortions are done early in pregnancy before
consciousness and feeling develop in the fetus furthermore
since the right to life is not the right to someone else s
body fetuses might not have the right to the pregnant
woman s body which she has the right to and so she has
the right to not allow the fetus use of her body this further
justifies abortion at least until technology allows for the
removal of fetuses to other wombs since morally
permissible actions should be legal abortions should be
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legal it is an injustice to criminalize actions that are not
wrong in the course of arguing for these claims we 1
discuss how to best define abortion 2 dismiss many
common question begging arguments that merely assume
their conclusions instead of giving genuine reasons for
them 3 refute some often heard everyday arguments about
abortion on all sides 4 explain why the most influential
philosophical arguments against abortion are unsuccessful
5 provide some positive arguments that at least early
abortions are not wrong 6 briefly discuss the ethics and
legality of later abortions and more this essay is not a how
to win an argument piece or a tract or any kind of
apologetics it is not designed to help anyone win debates
everybody wins on this issue when we calmly and
respectfully engage arguments with care charity honesty
and humility this book is merely a reasoned systematic
introduction to the issues that we hope models these skills
and virtues its discussion should not be taken as absolute
proof of anything much more needs to be understood and
carefully discussed always

Ethics and Politics 1990
what happens when two intelligent and highly informed
fictional college students one strongly pro choice and the
other vigorously pro life are asked to put together a
presentation on abortion their conversations over five days
friendly but lively charitable but clear are captured in this
book through these dialogues students and other
interested readers are introduced to the difficult moral
issues of abortion in chapter 1 readers learn about roe v
wade and other relevant legal cases chapter 2 covers basic
philosophical issues such as what is a person are fetuses
persons is fetal potential morally relevant how shall we
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define the moral community chapter 3 introduces students
to don marquis s why abortion is immoral and also the
metaphysical issues of personal identity and its relevance
to abortion chapter 4 covers judith jarvis thomson s a
defense of abortion including objections and responses to
the argument from bodily autonomy finally chapter 5 looks
at abortion in hard cases such as in cases of rape fetal
disability non viable pregnancies and sex selection the
chapter also includes a conversation on fathers and
abortion with a foreword by laurie shrage topics headings
in the margins and an annotated bibliography dialogues on
the ethics of abortion is an easy to use volume and valuable
resource for anyone interested in a fair and clear headed
approach to one of the most contentious moral issues of
our time

Thinking Critically About Abortion
2019-06-19
a critical introduction to the ethics of abortion addresses
some of the most prominent and influential arguments to
the abortion debate these include the being a person
verses functioning as a person argument women s rights
vis à vis the rights of the foetus personhood as an
essentially contested concept and a virtue ethics approach
also covered are central bioethical issues concerning
prenatal screening stem cell research and cloning based on
a critical assessment of the evidence the book offers an
impartial view and draws on the importance of critical
thinking and the logic of argumentation providing an
overview of the legal history of abortion in the united
states it discusses five of the most influential supreme
court cases on abortion law during the past fifty years and
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examines the current state of abortion law politics and the
main trends presenting a balance between ethical concepts
views and arguments a critical introduction to the ethics of
abortion is an up to date introduction to the choice of
abortion illustrating the importance of evidence clear
thinking and good arguments for supporting one s ethical
beliefs

Dialogues on the Ethics of Abortion
2022-05-16
this book looks at a family of views involving the pro life
view of abortion and christianity these issues are important
because major religious branches for example catholicism
and some large branches of evangelicalism and leading
politicians assert or are committed to the following a it is
permissible to prevent some people from going to hell b
abortion prevents some people from going to hell and c
abortion is wrong they also assert or are committed to the
following d it is permissible to use defensive violence to
prevent people from killing innocents e doctors who
perform abortions kill innocents and f it is wrong to use
defensive violence against doctors who perform abortions
stephen kershnar argues that these and other principles
are inconsistent along the way he explores the ways in
which theories of hell right forfeiture and good
consequences relate to each other and the above
inconsistencies

A Critical Introduction to the
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Ethics of Abortion 2019-02-07
this book questions how abortion laws can be regulated in
a time when abortion rights are still subject to intense
debate it addresses objections to basing abortion law on
considerations of moral risk presents two anti abortion
arguments the deprivation argument and the substance
view to demonstrate the risk of permitting abortion and
discusses the moral risk of restricting access to abortion
when it may unjustifiably harm women the author also
shows how welfare states can address the negative effects
of restrictive abortion laws by preventive mitigative and
compensatory measures this is a thought provoking and
challenging book that will be of great interest to those
considering abortion laws across the fields of medical
ethics bioethics moral philosophy law and politics

Does the Pro-Life Worldview Make
Sense? 2017-10-03
there are three main positions that people adopt within the
abortion debate pro life muddled middle and pro choice
jesus v abortion critiques the pro choice and muddled
middle positions employing several unusual angles 1 the
question what would jesus say about abortion if he were
here today is given very substantial treatment 2 the
abortion debate is usually conducted using moral and
metaphysical arguments this book adds in anthropological
insights regarding the function of violence in human
culture 3 rights language is employed by both sides of the
debate to opposite ends this book leads the reader to ask
deep questions about the concept of rights 4 the use of
historical analogies in the abortion debate goes both
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directions in the sense that both sides accuse the other of
being similar to the defenders of slavery this book contains
what is probably the most sophisticated and sustained
analysis of the meaning and legitimacy of such analogies 5
many important thinkers are brought into this conversation
such as soren kierkegaard eric voegelin julien benda
simone weil kenneth burke richard weaver rene girard
philip rieff giorgio agamben chantal delsol paul kahn and
david bentley hart

Making a Case for Stricter Abortion
Laws 2017-07-19
rusty s book is a must read for anyone wanting a clear
concrete road map to abolish legalized abortion it is not
just abstract theory but rather a phenomenal practical
comprehensive applied handbook and reference guide for
the battle to end abortion rusty gives an incredibly detailed
history and present backdrop of abortion clear direct vision
and detailed short and long term strategy going forward on
how to explicitly biblically effectively abolish abortion and
why we should do so from god s perspective and not men
this book bleeds from a very faithful man of god of great
depth of wisdom and character distilled from many years of
deep trials tribulations tears heartbreak experience study
and deep personal sacrifice in the battle to abolish abortion
he addresses how god sees the situation what he expects of
us the church and how to engage he details out the
surprising enemies of abolition he addresses questions
objections in almost every conceivable way and in relation
to all arenas rusty does a masterful job of weaving the
tapestry and i know of absolutely no one more qualified to
speak on the subject john jacob indiana state
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representative

Jesus v. Abortion 2016-06-16
the overturning of roe v wade makes the ethical
consideration of abortion more important than ever
appealing to reason rather than religious belief this book is
the most comprehensive case against the choice of
abortion yet published this third edition of the ethics of
abortion critically evaluates all the major grounds for
denying basic rights to fetal human beings including the
views of those who defend not only abortion but also post
birth abortion it also provides several non theological
justifications for the conclusion that all human beings
including those in utero should be respected as persons
this book also critiques the view that abortion is not wrong
even if the human fetus is a person the ethics of abortion
examines hard cases for those who are prolife such as
abortion in cases of rape or in order to save the woman s
life as well as hard cases for defenders of abortion such as
sex selection abortion and the rationale for being
personally opposed but publicly supportive of abortion it
concludes with a discussion of whether artificial wombs
might end the abortion debate answering the arguments of
defenders of abortion this book provides reasoned
justification for the view that all intentional abortions are
ethically wrong and that doctors and nurses who object to
abortion should not be forced to act against their
consciences updates and revisions to the third edition
include discusses achas burin s 2014 essay beyond
pragmatism defending the bright line of birth in chapter 3
incorporates into chapter 8 david boonin s cogently argued
2019 book beyond roe why abortion should be legal even if
the fetus is a person expands chapter 9 to examine tragic
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cases in which prenatal diagnosis determines with
certainty that a fetus will die shortly after birth includes an
updated and expanded section in chapter 11 on recent
debates about conscience protections considers in chapter
12 recent arguments that parents have a right to kill if the
product of conception is in an artificial womb updates
statistics on numbers of abortions in the united states
including corrections to statistics that were once thought
true but are now known as erroneous updated bibliography

Biblical Strategies to Abolish
Abortion 2022-02-18
books on abortion other than collections of readings
typically express and defend a particular position this book
gives both sides as evenly and objectively as possible it
gets to the heart of each position the core idea which
animates it it then leaves the reader to make up his or her
own mind it is an introduction to the issue not only to the
basic positions on the issue despite being brief it contains
careful analyses and discussions of many topics often not
found at all in other works the treatment is thorough and
detailed but succinct understanding abortion from mixed
feelings to rational thought is aimed at all people who want
a better understanding of what the two sides on this issue
are really saying and what reasons they give for their
position many people assume that this issue is an
interminable one with no clear answers a purely emotional
debate that cannot be addressed by the use of reasoned
arguments the book shows that this is not the case
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The Ethics of Abortion 2022-09-30
first published in 2002 this is volume vi of twelve in the
library of philosophy series on ethics written in 1971 this
text looks at our knowledge of right and wrong and looks at
topics of whether our knowledge of morality is a delusion
and asks questions around moral judgment and they are
subjective the universalization principle of a moral sense
god s commandments and human duties and finishes with
suggestions of other reasons for actions

Understanding Abortion 2012
本書は死と生 そして両者の関係を扱うものである 具体的には 現在の我々の社会の中で最も激しく争われている
二つのモラル上の問題 中絶と尊厳死 安楽死 を扱っている

Rutgers Law Journal 1991
based on a non consequentialist ethical theory this book
critically examines the prevalent view that if a fetus has
the moral standing of a person it has a right to life and
abortion is impermissible most discussion of abortion has
assumed that this view is correct and so has focused on the
question of the personhood of the fetus kamm begins by
considering in detail the permissibility of killing in non
abortion cases which are similar to abortion cases she goes
on to consider the case for the permissibility of abortion in
many types of pregnancies including ones resulting from
rape voluntary pregnancy and pregnancy resulting from a
voluntary sex act even if the fetus is considered a person
this argument emerges as part of a broader theory of
creating new people responsibly kamm explores the
implications of this argument for informed consent to
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abortion responsibilities in pregnancy that is not aborted
and the significance of extra uterine gestation devices for
the permissibility of abortion

Our Knowledge of Right and Wrong
2014-04-04
this thought provoking book sets out the ethical arguments
for a woman s right to choose drawing on the traditions of
sociological thinking and moral philosophy it maintains
that there is a strong moral case for recognizing autonomy
in personal decision making about reproductive intentions
more than this it argues that to prevent a woman from
making her own choice to continue or end her pregnancy is
to undermine the essence of her humanity the author a
provider of abortion services in the uk asserts that true
respect for human life and true regard for individual
conscience demand that we respect a woman s right to
decide and that support for a woman s right to a
termination has moral foundations and ethical integrity this
fresh perspective on abortion will interest both pro and
anti choice individuals and organizations along with
academics in the fields of gender studies philosophy ethics
and religion

ライフズ・ドミニオン 1998
presents critical and forcefully argued debate between two
moral philosophers setting out strong cases on both sides
of the argument
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Creation and Abortion 1992-07-02
this title provides information on the subject of abortion

The Moral Case for Abortion
2016-07-27
this book considers how the termination of life might be
accepted in the view of a general obligation to protect life
it features more than 10 papers written by scholars from
14 countries that offer international comparative empirical
research inside readers will find case studies from such
areas as india chile germany italy england palestine
lithuania nigeria and poland the papers focus on three
limitations of the right to life the death penalty abortion
and euthanasia the contributors explore how young people
understand and evaluate the right to life and its limitations
the book presents unique empirical research among today
s youth and reveals that among other concepts religiosity
matters it provides insight into the acceptance perception
and legitimation of human rights by people from different
religious and cultural backgrounds this investigation
rigorously tests for inter individual differences regarding
political and judicial rights on religious grounds while
controlling for other characteristics it will help readers
better understand the many facets of this fundamental yet
controversial philosophical question the volume will be of
interest to students researchers as well as general readers
searching for answers
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Abortion Rights 2018
many philosophy majors are shocked by the gap between
the relative ease of lower level philosophy courses and the
difficulty of upper division courses this book serves as a
necessary bridge to upper level study in philosophy by
offering rigorous but concise and accessible accounts of
basic concepts and distinctions that are used throughout
the discipline it serves as a valuable advanced introduction
to any undergraduate who is moving into upper level
courses in philosophy while lower level introductions to
philosophy usually deal with popular topics accessible to
the general student such as contemporary moral issues
free will and personal identity in a piecemeal fashion the
philosophy major s introduction to philosophy offers
coverage of important general philosophical concepts tools
and devices that may be used for a long time to come in
various philosophical areas the volume is helpfully divided
between a focus on the relation between language and the
world in the first three chapters and coverage of mental
content in the final two chapters but builds a coherent
narrative from start to finish it also provides ample study
questions and helpful signposts throughout making it a
must have for any student attempting to engage fully with
the problems and arguments in philosophy key features
integrates topics from various areas of philosophy such as
philosophy of language metaphysics epistemology ethics
and philosophical logic provides descriptions of logico
mathematical tools necessary for philosophical studies
such as propositional logic predicate logic modal logic set
theory mereology and mathematical functions makes
connections with modern philosophy including discussions
of descartes s skepticism and dualism locke s theory of
personal identity hume s theory of causation and kant s
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synthetic a priori includes well known entertaining puzzles
and thought experiments such as the ship of theseus the
statue and the clay a brain in a vat and twin earth lists
helpful exercise questions and discussion questions at the
end of each chapter and answers selected questions at the
back of the book

Abortion, an Annotated Indexed
Bibliography 1980
1 1 goals 1 1 1 i have two main goals in this book the first
is to give an account of the moral significance of merely
possible persons persons who relative to a particular 1
circumstance or possible future or world could but in fact
never do exist i call that account variabilism my second
goal is to use variabilism to begin to address the problem
of abortion 1 1 2 we ought to do the best we can for people
and we consider this obligation to extend to people who
are relative to a world existing or future but does it extend
to merely possible people as well and if it does then does it
extend to making things better for them by way of bringing
them into existence if we say that surely it doesn t does
that then mean that our obligation to do the best we can
for people does not after all extend to the merely possible
that the merely p sible do not matter morally but if the
merely possible do not matter morally then doesn t that
mean that it would be permissible for us to bring them into
miserable existences and even obligatory to do just that in
the case where bringing the merely possible into miserable
existences creates additional wellbeing for existing 1
references to merely possible persons and later on to
persons who do exist existing persons
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Euthanasia, Abortion, Death
Penalty and Religion - The Right to
Life and its Limitations 2018-11-16
this title was first published 2000 ever since michael tooley
published his article on abortion and infanticide in 1972
the abortion debate has revolved around questions such as
what is a person what is it that gives persons the right to
life and is it wrong to kill potential persons this study
defends a position that accepts elements from both the
liberal and conservative tradition following tooley tracie
martin understands personhood in terms of psychological
states and agrees that early foetuses who lack the relevant
mental states are not persons while this might seem a
victory for the liberal tradition martin then goes on to
provide an empirically based argument for the view that by
24 weeks gestation foetuses have acquired the relevant
characteristics that provide strong grounds for thinking
that it is directly wrong to kill such foetuses

The Philosophy Major’s
Introduction to Philosophy
2020-08-25
combining theory and issues with text and readings this
ethics text begins with coverage of ethical theory
utilitarianism kant s moral theory natural law and virtue
ethics it then goes on to discuss contemporary ethical
issues ranging from personal ones such as sexual morality
and euthanasia to matters of public policy such as legal
punishment and international concerns such as war and
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peace and economic justice

Abortion and the Moral
Significance of Merely Possible
Persons 2010-08-09
this text offers both a clear and thorough introduction to
normative ethical theory and an extensive survey of moral
issues that show how ethical theory is applied in practice
the first section presents a survey of the main methods of
ethical reasoning introducing four normative theories in
four separate chapters a case study introduces each
chapter to provide a background for further explanations
and to illustrate relevant features of the theory the second
section of the text presents separate chapters on ten
ethical issues including such subjects as nuclear war
euthanasia sexual ethics and capital punishment

Interests in Abortion 2018-02-06
abortion george and giovanna is a book written about a
mother who received healing and forgiveness after the
abortion of her two children sometime after the abortions
with some research she learned many facts about abortion
which led her to discover what she now calls her truth
about abortion it was not an easy journey but one that
needed to happen never thinking of ever living guilt and
condemnation free she found both after experiencing love
forgiveness and healing that only the god of the universe
could give the author hopes others can find forgiveness
and healing while reading this very personal book about
abortion forgiveness and healing
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Proposed Constitutional
Amendments on Abortion 1976
in this selection of gilbert harman s shorter writings in
moral philosophy the essays are divided into four sections
focusing on moral relativism values and valuing character
traits and virtue ethics and ways of explaining aspects of
morality

Ethics 2001
the ethics of respect for life william k frankena zero
population growth and zero economic growth william t
blackstone racism sexism and prefere ntial treatment
richard wasserstrom is more choice better than less ger ald
dworkin the child s right to an open future joel feinberg
medical p aternalism voluntariness and comprehension tom
l beachamp

Ethics, Theory and Practice 1985
david boonin has written the most thorough and detailed
case for the moral permissibility of abortion yet published
critically examining a wide range of arguments that
attempt to prove that every human fetus has a right to life
he shows that each of these arguments fails on its own
terms he then explains how even if the fetus does have a
right to life abortion can still be shown to be morally
permissible on the critic of abortion s own terms
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Abortion! 2021-07-01
patrick lee surveys the main philosophical arguments in
favor of the moral permissibility of abortion and refutes
them point by point in a calm and philosophically
sophisticated manner he presents a powerful case for the
pro life position and a serious challenge to all of the main
philosophical arguments on behalf of the pro choice
position

Explaining Value and Other Essays
in Moral Philosophy 2000

Wisconsin Women's Law Journal
1995

Ethical Principles for Social Policy
1983

A Defense of Abortion 2003

Abortion and Unborn Human Life,
Second Edition 2010
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